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NCCloud: A Network-Coding-Based Storage
System in a Cloud-of-Clouds
Henry C. H. Chen, Yuchong Hu, Patrick P. C. Lee, and Yang Tang
Abstract—To provide fault tolerance for cloud storage, recent studies propose to stripe data across multiple cloud vendors. However, if
a cloud suffers from a permanent failure and loses all its data, we need to repair the lost data with the help of the other surviving clouds
to preserve data redundancy. We present a proxy-based storage system for fault-tolerant multiple-cloud storage called NCCloud, which
achieves cost-effective repair for a permanent single-cloud failure. NCCloud is built on top of a network-coding-based storage scheme
called the functional minimum-storage regenerating (FMSR) codes, which maintain the same fault tolerance and data redundancy as
in traditional erasure codes (e.g., RAID-6), but use less repair traffic and hence incur less monetary cost due to data transfer. One
key design feature of our FMSR codes is that we relax the encoding requirement of storage nodes during repair, while preserving
the benefits of network coding in repair. We implement a proof-of-concept prototype of NCCloud and deploy it atop both local and
commercial clouds. We validate that FMSR codes provide significant monetary cost savings in repair over RAID-6 codes, while having
comparable response time performance in normal cloud storage operations such as upload/download.
Index Terms—Regenerating codes, network coding, fault tolerance, recovery, implementation, experimentation
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I NTRODUCTION

Cloud storage provides an on-demand remote backup
solution. However, using a single cloud storage provider
raises concerns such as having a single point of failure
[7] and vendor lock-ins [1]. As suggested in [1], [7], [10],
[11], [61], a plausible solution is to stripe data across
different cloud providers. By exploiting the diversity of
multiple clouds, we can improve the fault-tolerance of
cloud storage.
While striping data with conventional erasure codes
performs well when some clouds experience short-term
transient failures or foreseeable permanent failures [1],
there are real-life cases showing that permanent failures
do occur and are not always foreseeable [12], [40], [48],
[58]. In view of this, this work focuses on unexpected permanent cloud failures. When a cloud fails permanently,
it is necessary to activate repair to maintain data redundancy and fault tolerance. A repair operation retrieves
data from existing surviving clouds over the network
and reconstructs the lost data in a new cloud. Today’s
cloud storage providers charge users for outbound data
(see the pricing models in Section 6.1), so moving an
enormous amount of data across clouds can introduce
significant monetary costs. It is important to reduce the
repair traffic (i.e., the amount of data being transferred
over the network during repair), and hence the monetary
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cost due to data migration.
To minimize repair traffic, regenerating codes [16] have
been proposed for storing data redundantly in a distributed storage system (a collection of interconnected
storage nodes). Each node could refer to a simple storage
device, a storage site, or a cloud storage provider. Regenerating codes are built on the concept of network coding
[2], in the sense that nodes perform encoding operations
and send encoded data. During repair, each surviving
node encodes its stored data chunks and sends the
encoded chunks to a new node, which then regenerates
the lost data. It is shown that regenerating codes require
less repair traffic than traditional erasure codes with the
same fault tolerance level [16].
Regenerating codes have been extensively studied in
the theoretical context (e.g., [14], [16], [29], [34], [41], [50],
[51], [55]–[57]). However, the practical performance of
regenerating codes remains uncertain. One key challenge
for deploying regenerating codes in practice is that most
existing regenerating codes require storage nodes to be
equipped with computation capabilities for performing
encoding operations during repair. On the other hand,
to make regenerating codes portable to any cloud storage
service, it is desirable to assume only a thin-cloud interface [60], where storage nodes only need to support the
standard read/write functionalities. This motivates us to
explore, from an applied perspective, how to practically
deploy regenerating codes in multiple-cloud storage, if
only the thin-cloud interface is assumed.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of NCCloud, a proxy-based storage system designed
for providing fault-tolerant storage over multiple cloud
storage providers. NCCloud can interconnect different
clouds and transparently stripe data across the clouds.
On top of NCCloud, we propose the first implementable
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design for the functional minimum-storage regenerating
(FMSR) codes1 [16], [28]. Our FMSR code implementation maintains double-fault tolerance and has the same
storage cost as in traditional erasure coding schemes
based on RAID-6 codes, but uses less repair traffic
when recovering a single-cloud failure. In particular,
we eliminate the need to perform encoding operations
within storage nodes during repair, while preserving the
benefits of network coding in reducing repair traffic. To
the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies
that puts regenerating codes in a working storage system and
evaluates regenerating codes in a practical setting.
One trade-off of FMSR codes is that they are nonsystematic, meaning that we store only encoded chunks
formed by the linear combination of the original data
chunks, and do not keep the original data chunks as
in systematic coding schemes. Nevertheless, we mainly
design FMSR codes for long-term archival applications,
in which (i) data backups are rarely read in practice,
and (ii) it is common to restore the whole file rather
than parts of the file should a lost file needs to be
recovered [14]2 . There are many real-life examples in
which enterprises and organizations store an enormous
amount of archival data (even on the petabyte scale)
using cloud storage (e.g., see case studies in [4], [8],
[43], [59]). In August 2012, Amazon further introduced
Glacier [5], a cloud storage offering optimized for lowcost data archiving and backup (with slow and costly
data retrieval) that is being adopted by cloud backup
solutions [3], [39]. We believe that FMSR codes provide
an alternative option for enterprises and organizations to
store data using multiple-cloud storage in a fault-tolerant
and cost-effective manner.
While this work is motivated by and established with
multiple-cloud storage in mind, we point out that FMSR
codes can also find applications in general distributed
storage systems where storage nodes are prone to failures and network transmission bandwidth is limited.
In this case, minimizing repair traffic is important for
reducing the overall repair time.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We present a design of FMSR codes, assuming that
double-fault tolerance is used. We show that in
multiple-cloud storage, FMSR codes can save the
repair cost by 25% compared to RAID-6 codes when
four storage nodes are used, and up to 50% as the
number of storage nodes further increases. In the
meantime, FMSR codes maintain the same amount
of storage overhead as RAID-6 codes. Note that
FMSR codes can be deployed in a thin-cloud setting
as they do not require storage nodes to perform
encoding during repair, while still preserving the
benefits of network coding in reducing repair traf1. The correctness of our FMSR codes is formally proven in our
recent work [28].
2. The same argument applies for conventional compression techniques, which reduce storage space at the expense of the decompression overhead when the original data is recovered.

fic. Thus, FMSR codes can be readily deployed in
today’s cloud storage services.
• We describe the implementation details of how a file
object can be stored via FMSR codes. In particular,
we propose a two-phase checking scheme, which
ensures that double-fault tolerance is maintained in
the current and next round of repair. By performing
two-phase checking, we ensure that double-fault
tolerance is maintained after iterative rounds of
repair of node failures. We conduct simulations to
validate the importance of two-phase checking.
• We conduct monetary cost analysis to show that
FMSR codes effectively reduce the cost of repair
when compared to traditional erasure codes, using
the price models of today’s cloud storage providers.
• We conduct extensive experiments on both local
cloud and commercial cloud settings. We show that
our FMSR code implementation only adds a small
encoding overhead, which can be easily masked by
the file transfer time over the Internet. Thus, our
work validates the practicality of FMSR codes via
NCCloud, and motivates further studies of realizing
regenerating codes in large-scale deployments.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2,
we justify the practical importance of repair in multiplecloud storage. In Section 3, we motivate via examples
how FMSR codes reduce repair traffic. In Section 4, we
describe our implementable design of FMSR codes, and
analyze our proposed two-phase checking scheme for
iterative repairs. In Section 5, we present NCCloud, on
which FMSR codes are deployed. In Section 6, we evaluate RAID-6 and FMSR codes using NCCloud under both
local and commercial cloud settings. Section 7 reviews
related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 I MPORTANCE OF R EPAIR IN M ULTIPLE C LOUD S TORAGE
In this section, we discuss the importance of repair
in cloud storage, especially in disastrous cloud failures
that make stored data permanently unrecoverable. We
consider two types of failures: transient failure and
permanent failure.
Transient failure. A transient failure is expected to
be short-term, such that the “failed” cloud will return
to normal after some time and no outsourced data is
lost. Table 1 shows several real-life examples for the
occurrences of transient failures in today’s clouds, where
the durations of such failures range from several minutes
to several days. We highlight that even though Amazon
claims that its service is designed for providing 99.99%
availability [6], there are arising concerns about this
claim and the reliability of other cloud providers after
Amazon’s outage in April 2011 [12]. We thus expect that
transient failures are common, but they will eventually
be recovered. If we deploy multiple-cloud storage with
enough redundancy, then we can retrieve data from the
other surviving clouds during the failure period.
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TABLE 1
Examples of transient failures in different cloud services.
Cloud service
Failure reason
Duration
Date
Google Gmail
Software bug [24]
4 days
Feb 27-Mar 2,2011
Google Search
Programming error [38]
40 mins
Jan 31,2009
Amazon S3
Gossip protocol blowup [9]
6-8 hours
July 20,2008
Microsoft Azure Malfunction in Windows Azure [36] 22 hours
Mar 13-14,2008

Permanent failure. A permanent failure is long-term,
in the sense that the outsourced data on a failed cloud
will become permanently unavailable. Clearly, a permanent failure is more disastrous than a transient one.
Although we expect that a permanent failure is unlikely
to happen, there are several situations where permanent
cloud failures are still possible:
• Data center outages in disasters. AFCOM [48] found
that many data centers are ill-prepared for disasters.
For example, 50% of the respondents have no plans
to repair damages after a disaster. It was reported
[48] that the earthquake and tsunami in northeastern
Japan in March 11, 2011 knocked out several data
centers there.
• Data loss and corruption. There are real-life cases
where a cloud may accidentally lose data [12], [40],
[58]. In the case of Ma.gnolia [40], half a terabyte
of data, including its backups, are all lost and unrecoverable.
• Malicious attacks. To provide security guarantees for
outsourced data, one solution is to have the client
application encrypt the data before putting the data
on the cloud. On the other hand, if the outsourced
data is corrupted (e.g., by virus or malware), then
even though the content of the data is encrypted and
remains confidential to outsiders, the data itself is
no longer useful. AFCOM [48] found that about 65
percent of data centers have no plan or procedure
to deal with cyber-criminals.
Unlike transient failures where the cloud is assumed to
be able to return to normal, permanent failures will make
the hosted data in the failed cloud no longer accessible,
so we must repair and reconstruct the lost data in a
different cloud or storage site in order to maintain the
required degree of fault tolerance. In our definition of
repair, we mean to retrieve data only from the other
surviving clouds, and reconstruct the data in a new
cloud or another storage site.
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M OTIVATION OF FMSR C ODES

We consider a distributed, multiple-cloud storage setting from a client’s perspective, where data is striped
over multiple cloud providers. We propose a proxybased design [1], [30] that interconnects multiple cloud
repositories, as shown in Figure 1(a). The proxy serves as
an interface between client applications and the clouds.
If a cloud experiences a permanent failure, the proxy
activates the repair operation, as shown in Figure 1(b).

Cloud 1

Cloud 1

Cloud 2

Cloud 2
Proxy

Proxy

Cloud 3

Cloud 3

Cloud 4

Cloud 4
Cloud 5

(a) Normal operation

(b) Repair operation

Fig. 1. Proxy-based design for multiple-cloud storage: (a)
normal operation, and (b) repair operation when Cloud
node 1 fails. During repair, the proxy regenerates data for
the new cloud.
That is, the proxy reads the essential data pieces from
other surviving clouds, reconstructs new data pieces,
and writes these new pieces to a new cloud. Note that
this repair operation does not involve direct interactions
among the clouds.
We consider fault-tolerant storage based on a type of
maximum distance separable (MDS) codes. Given a file
object of size M , we divide it into equal-size native
chunks, which are linearly combined to form code chunks.
When an (n, k)-MDS code is used, the native/code
chunks are then distributed over n (larger than k) nodes,
each storing chunks of a total size M/k, such that the
original file object may be reconstructed from the chunks
contained in any k of the n nodes. Thus, it tolerates the
failures of any n − k nodes. We call this fault tolerance
feature the MDS property. The extra feature of FMSR
codes is that reconstructing the chunks stored in a failed
node can be achieved by downloading less data from the
surviving nodes than reconstructing the whole file.
This paper considers a multiple-cloud setting with two
levels of reliability: fault tolerance and recovery. First,
we assume that the multiple-cloud storage is doublefault tolerant (e.g., as in conventional RAID-6 codes) and
provides data availability under the transient unavailability of at most two clouds. That is, we set k = n − 2.
Thus, clients can always access their data as long as
no more than two clouds experience transient failures
(see examples in Table 1) or any possible connectivity
problems. We expect that such a fault tolerance level
suffices in practice. Second, we consider single-fault recovery in multiple-cloud storage, given that a permanent
cloud failure is less frequent but possible. Our primary
objective is to minimize the cost of storage repair (due to
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the migration of data over the clouds) for a permanent
single-cloud failure. In this work, we focus on comparing
two codes: traditional RAID-6 codes and our FMSR
codes with double-fault tolerance3 .
We define the repair traffic as the amount of outbound
data being downloaded from the other surviving clouds
during the single-cloud failure recovery. We seek to
minimize the repair traffic for cost-effective repair. Here,
we do not consider the inbound traffic (i.e., the data
being written to a cloud), as it is free of charge for many
cloud providers (see Table 3 in Section 6).
We now study the repair traffic involved in different
coding schemes via examples. Suppose that we store
a file of size M on four clouds, each viewed as a
logical storage node. Let us first consider conventional
RAID-6 codes, which are double-fault tolerant. Here, we
consider a RAID-6 code implementation based on the
Reed-Solomon code [52], as shown in Figure 2(a). We
divide the file into two native chunks (i.e., A and B) of
size M /2 each. We add two code chunks formed by the
linear combinations of the native chunks. Suppose now
that Node 1 is down. Then the proxy must download
the same number of chunks as the original file from
two other nodes (e.g., B and A + B from Nodes 2 and
3, respectively). It then reconstructs and stores the lost
chunk A on the new node. The total storage size is 2M ,
while the repair traffic is M .
Regenerating codes have been proposed to reduce the
repair traffic. One class of regenerating codes is called
the exact minimum-storage regenerating (EMSR) codes [57].
EMSR codes keep the same storage size as in RAID6 codes, while having the storage nodes send encoded
chunks to the proxy so as to reduce the repair traffic.
Figure 2(b) illustrates the double-fault tolerant implementation of EMSR codes. We divide a file into four
chunks, and allocate the native and code chunks as
shown in the figure. Suppose Node 1 is down. To repair
it, each surviving node sends the XOR summation of
the data chunks to the proxy, which then reconstructs
the lost chunks. We can see that in EMSR codes, the
storage size is 2M (same as RAID-6 codes), while the
repair traffic is 0.75M , which is 25% of saving (compared
with RAID-6 codes). EMSR codes leverage the notion
of network coding [2], as the nodes generate encoded
chunks during repair.
We now consider the double-fault tolerant implementation of FMSR codes as shown in Figure 2(c). We
divide the file into four native chunks, and construct
eight distinct code chunks P1 , · · · , P8 formed by different
linear combinations of the native chunks. Each code
chunk has the same size M /4 as a native chunk. Any
two nodes can be used to recover the original four
native chunks. Suppose Node 1 is down. The proxy
collects one code chunk from each surviving node, so it
3. If we assume single-fault tolerance (i.e., k = n − 1) and singlefault recovery, then by the theoretical results of [16], we can show
that traditional RAID-5 codes [45] have the same data redundancy
and same repair traffic as FMSR codes.

Node 1

A

Node 2

B

File of size M
A
B
Proxy
New node
B

Node 3

A+B

Node 4

A+2B

A

A

A+B

(a) RAID-6 codes
File of size M
Node 1

A
B

Node 2

C
D

Node 3

A+C
2B+D

Node 4

2A+C
B+D

A
B
C
D

Proxy
New node

C+D
A+2B+C+D

A
B

A
B

2A+B+C+D

(b) EMSR codes
File of size M
Node 1

P1
P2

Node 2

P3
P4

Node 3

P5
P6

A
B
C
D

Proxy
New node

P3

Node 4

P7
P8

P5

P1’

P1’

P2’

P2’

P7

(c) FMSR codes
Fig. 2. Examples of repair operations in different codes
with n = 4 and k = 2. All arithmetic operations are
performed over the Galois Field GF(28 ).

downloads three code chunks of size M /4 each. Then the
proxy regenerates two code chunks P10 and P20 formed by
different linear combinations of the three code chunks.
Note that P10 and P20 are still linear combinations of the
native chunks. The proxy then writes P10 and P20 to the
new node. In FMSR codes, the storage size is 2M (as in
RAID-6 codes), yet the repair traffic is 0.75M , which is
the same as in EMSR codes. A key property of our FMSR
codes is that nodes do not perform encoding during
repair.
To generalize double-fault tolerant FMSR codes for n
storage nodes, we divide a file of size M into 2(n − 2)
native chunks, and use them to generate 2n code chunks.
M
Then each node will store two code chunks of size 2(n−2)
Mn
each. Thus, the total storage size is n−2 . To repair a failed
node, we download one chunk from each of the other
(n−1)
n−1 nodes, so the repair traffic is M
2(n−2) . In contrast, for
Mn
RAID-6 codes, the total storage size is also n−2
, while
the repair traffic is M . When n is large, FMSR codes can
save the repair traffic by close to 50%.
Note that FMSR codes are non-systematic, as they keep
only code chunks but not native chunks. To access a
single chunk of a file, we need to download and decode
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the entire file for that particular chunk. This is opposed
to systematic codes (as in traditional RAID storage),
in which native chunks are kept. Nevertheless, FMSR
codes are acceptable for long-term archival applications,
where the read frequency is typically low. Also, to restore
backups, it is natural to retrieve the entire file rather than
a particular chunk [14].
This paper considers the baseline RAID-6 implementation using Reed-Solomon codes. Its repair method
involves reconstructing the whole file first, and is applicable for all erasure codes in general. Recent studies
[35], [62], [63] show that data reads can be minimized
specifically for XOR-based erasure codes. For example,
in RAID-6, data reads can be reduced by 25% compared
to reconstructing the whole file [62], [63]. Although such
approaches achieve less saving than FMSR codes, which
can save up to 50% of repair traffic, their use of efficient
XOR operations can be of practical interest.

4

FMSR C ODE I MPLEMENTATION

We now present the details for implementing FMSR
codes in multiple-cloud storage. We specify three operations for FMSR codes on a particular file object: (1)
file upload; (2) file download; (3) repair. Each cloud
repository is viewed as a logical storage node. Our
implementation assumes a thin-cloud interface [60], such
that the storage nodes (i.e., cloud repositories) only need
to support basic read/write operations. Thus, we expect
that our FMSR code implementation is compatible with
today’s cloud storage services.
One property of FMSR codes is that we do not require
lost chunks to be exactly reconstructed, but instead in
each repair, we regenerate code chunks that are not
necessarily identical to those originally stored in the
failed node, as long as the MDS property holds. We
propose a two-phase checking scheme, which ensures that
the code chunks on all nodes always satisfy the MDS
property, and hence data availability, even after iterative
repairs. In this section, we analyze the importance of the
two-phase checking scheme.
4.1

Basic operations

4.1.1 File Upload
To upload a file F , we first divide it into k(n − k) equalsize native chunks, denoted by (Fi )i=1,2,···,k(n−k) . We
then encode these k(n − k) native chunks into n(n − k)
code chunks, denoted by (Pi )i=1,2,···,n(n−k) . Each Pi is
formed by a linear combination of the k(n − k) native
chunks. Specifically, we let EM = [αi,j ] be an n(n − k) ×
k(n−k) encoding matrix for some coefficients αi,j (where
i = 1, . . . , n(n − k) and j = 1, . . . , k(n − k)) in the Galois
field GF(28 ). We call a row vector of EM an encoding
coefficient vector (ECV), which contains k(n − k) elements.
We let ECVi denote the ith row vector of EM. We compute each Pi by the product of ECVi and all the native
Pk(n−k)
chunks F1 , F2 , · · · , Fk(n−k) , i.e., Pi = j=1 αi,j Fj for

i = 1, 2, · · · , n(n − k), where all arithmetic operations are
performed over GF(28 ). The code chunks are then evenly
stored in the n storage nodes, each having (n−k) chunks.
Also, we store the whole EM in a metadata object that is
then replicated to all storage nodes (see Section 5). There
are many ways of constructing EM, as long as it passes
our two-phase checking (see Section 4.1.3). Note that the
implementation details of the arithmetic operations in
Galois Fields are extensively discussed in [25].
4.1.2 File Download
To download a file, we first download the corresponding
metadata object that contains the ECVs. Then we select
any k of the n storage nodes, and download the k(n − k)
code chunks from the k nodes. The ECVs of the k(n − k)
code chunks can form a k(n−k)×k(n−k) square matrix.
If the MDS property is maintained, then by definition,
the inverse of the square matrix must exist. Thus, we
multiply the inverse of the square matrix with the code
chunks and obtain the original k(n − k) native chunks.
The idea is that we treat FMSR codes as standard ReedSolomon codes, and our technique of creating an inverse
matrix to decode the original data has been described in
the tutorial [46].
4.1.3 Iterative Repairs
We now consider the repair of FMSR codes for a file F for
a permanent single-node failure. Given that FMSR codes
regenerates different chunks in each repair, one challenge
is to ensure that the MDS property still holds even after
iterative repairs. This is in contrast to regenerating the
exact lost chunks as in RAID-6, which guarantees the
invariance of the stored chunks. Here, we propose a
two-phase checking heuristic as follows. Suppose that the
(r − 1)th repair is successful, and we now consider how
to operate the rth repair for a single permanent node
failure (where r ≥ 1). We first check if the new set of
chunks in all storage nodes satisfies the MDS property
after the rth repair. In addition, we also check if another
new set of chunks in all storage nodes still satisfies the
MDS property after the (r + 1)th repair, should another
single permanent node failure occur (we call this the
repair MDS (rMDS) property). We now describe the rth
repair as follows.
Step 1: Download the encoding matrix from a surviving
node. Recall that the encoding matrix EM specifies the
ECVs for constructing all code chunks via linear combinations of native chunks. We use these ECVs for our later
two-phase checking. Since we embed EM in a metadata
object that is replicated, we can simply download the
metadata object from one of the surviving nodes.
Step 2: Select one ECV from each of the n − 1 surviving
nodes. Each ECV in EM corresponds to a code chunk. We
pick one ECV from each of the n − 1 surviving nodes.
We call these ECVs to be ECVi1 , ECVi2 , · · ·, ECVin−1 .
Step 3: Generate a repair matrix. We construct an (n−k)×
(n−1) repair matrix RM = [γi,j ], where each element γi,j
(where i = 1, . . . , n − k and j = 1, . . . , n − 1) is randomly
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selected in GF(28 ). Note that the idea of generating a
random matrix for reliable storage is consistent with that
in [49].
Step 4: Compute the ECVs for the new code chunks and
reproduce a new encoding matrix. We multiply RM with
the ECVs selected inP
Step 2 to construct n−k new ECVs,
n−1
denoted by ECV0i = j=1 γi,j ECVij for i = 1, 2, · · · , n−k.
Then we reproduce a new encoding matrix, denoted by
EM0 , which is formed by substituting the ECVs of EM
of the failed node with the corresponding new ECVs.
Step 5: Given EM0 , check if both the MDS and rMDS
properties are satisfied. Intuitively,
we verify the MDS

property by enumerating all nk subsets of k nodes to see
if each of their corresponding encoding matrices forms
a full rank. For the rMDS property, we check that for
any possible node failure (one out of n nodes), we can
collect one out of n−k chunks from each of the other n−1
surviving nodes and reconstruct the chunks in the new
node, such that the MDS property is maintained. The
number of checks performed
for the rMDS property is at

most n(n − k)n−1 nk . If n is small, then the enumeration
complexities for both MDS and rMDS properties are
manageable. If either one phase fails, then we return to
Step 2 and repeat. We emphasize that Steps 1 to 5 only
deal with the ECVs, so their overhead does not depend
on the chunk size.
Step 6: Download the actual chunk data and regenerate new
chunk data. If the two-phase checking in Step 5 succeeds,
then we proceed to download the n − 1 chunks that
correspond to the selected ECVs in Step 2 from the
n − 1 surviving storage nodes to NCCloud. Also, using
the new ECVs computed in Step 4, we regenerate new
chunks and upload them from NCCloud to a new node.
Remark: We can reduce the complexity of two-phase
checking with the proposed FMSR code construction in
our recent work [28]. The proposed construction specifies
the ECVs to be selected in Step 2 deterministically, and
tests their correctness (i.e., satisfying both MDS and
rMDS properties) by checking against a set of inequalities in Step 5. This reduces the complexity of each
iteration as well as the number of iterations (i.e., number
of times that Steps 2-5 are repeated) in generating a valid
EM0 . Our current implementation of NCCloud includes
the proposed construction. We refer readers to [28] for
details of the proposed construction.

Node 1
P1

A

P2

B
Node 2

Original file

P3

C

A
B
C
D

P4

D

Proxy
Node 4

X
Y

P7'

P7'

P8'

P8'

Z
Node 3
P5

A+C

P6

B+D
Node 4

P7

A+D

P8 B+C+D

Fig. 3. Counter-example: code chunks that satisfy the
MDS property but not the rMDS property.

4.2.1 A Counter-Example
We consider a counter-example shown in Figure 3 to
illustrate the importance of the rMDS property. We use
the same notation as described in Figure 2(c) with n = 4
and k = 2. Suppose that the code chunks P1 , . . . , P8 are
linearly combined from native chunks A, B, C, and D
as shown in Figure 3, and such linear combinations are
in fact the same as in the shortened EVENODD code in
[62]. It is easy to verify that the code chunks P1 , . . . , P8
satisfy the MDS property, i.e., the four chunks from any
two nodes can be used to reconstruct the native chunks
A, B, C and D. However, we do not check if they satisfy
the rMDS property (actually they do not, as we shall see
later).
Next, consider that Node 4 fails. Based on FMSR
codes, the repair selects one chunk from each of Nodes 1,
2, and 3 (denote them by chunks X, Y , and Z) and
use them to regenerate the new code chunks P70 and
P80 , which will be stored in a new node (which we
still denote by Node 4). There are 23 = 8 possible
selections of {X, Y, Z}. Let us consider one possible
selection {P1 , P3 , P5 }. Then the new code chunks become
P70 = γ1,1 P1 + γ1,2 P3 + γ1,3 P5 ,
P80 = γ2,2 P1 + γ2,2 P3 + γ2,3 P5 ,
where γi,j (i = 1, . . . , n − k and j = 1, . . . , n − 1) are
some random coefficients used to generate the new code
chunks. Then we have
P70 = (γ1,1 + γ1,3 )A + (γ1,2 + γ1,3 )C,
P80 = (γ2,1 + γ2,3 )A + (γ2,2 + γ2,3 )C.

4.2

Analysis

We now argue that checking the rMDS property in
each repair is necessary in order to maintain the MDS
property after iterative repairs. We show via a counterexample that if a repair checks only the MDS property
but without checking the rMDS property, then the MDS
property will be lost in the next repair. We also show
by simulations that our two-phase checking can sustain
many iterations of repairs in more general cases.

Since P1 = A and P2 = B, we cannot reconstruct the
native chunk D from P1 , P2 , P70 , P80 . The MDS property
is lost because the chunks of Nodes 1 and 4 cannot be
used to reconstruct the native chunks. Thus, the repair
fails with this selection of chunks.
We can apply similar reasoning to other possible selections of chunks. Table 2 lists all eight possible selections
of chunks, along with the set of chunks (and nodes) that
cannot be used to rebuild the original file. This shows
that none of the selections succeeds in maintaining the

MDS property after the repair. This counter-example
shows how checking the MDS property only but not the
rMDS property can lead to a failed repair.
4.2.2 Simulations
We conduct simulations to justify that checking the
rMDS property can make iterative repairs sustainable.
We also evaluate via simulations the overhead of our
two-phase checking (Steps 2 to 5 of repair). Our simulations are carried out on a 2.4GHz CPU core.
First, we consider multiple rounds of node repairs for
different values of n, and argue that in addition to checking the MDS property, checking the rMDS property is
essential for iterative repairs. Specifically, in each round,
we randomly pick a node to fail, and then repair the
failed node. We say a repair is bad if the loop of Steps 2 to
5 in our two-phase checking is repeated over a threshold
number of times but no suitable encoding matrix has yet
been obtained. In our simulations, we vary the threshold
of the number of loops for determining a bad repair. We
carry out a maximum of 500 rounds of repair, and stop
once we encounter a bad repair. We do not include the
construction of [28] in this part of simulations to study
the effects of the baseline MDS and rMDS checks.
Figure 4 shows the number of rounds of repair that
can be sustained when the rMDS property is checked
or is not checked. It shows that checking the rMDS
property enables us to sustain more rounds of repair
before seeing a bad repair. For example, suppose that
we set the threshold to be 20 loops. Then we can sustain
500 rounds of repair for different values of n (number of
nodes) by checking the rMDS property, but we encounter
a bad repair quickly (e.g., in 3 rounds of repair for
n = 10) if we do not check the rMDS property.
Next we evaluate via simulations the time overhead of
the two-phase checking, with the proposed FMSR code
construction [28] that reduces the complexity. In each
round of repair, we randomly pick a node to fail and
carry out the repair operation. We carry out the twophase checking (i.e., Steps 2 to 5), and measure the time
required to generate an encoding matrix that satisfies
both the MDS and rMDS properties.
Figure 5 plots the cumulative time of two-phase checking for 50 rounds of repair (in log scale) for n = 4 to
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(c) Threshold for bad repair = 15 loops
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TABLE 2
Eight possible selections of chunks from surviving nodes
for generating P70 and P80 , along with the corresponding
set of chunks that will fail to reconstruct the file.
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Fig. 4. Number of rounds of repair sustainable without
seeing a bad repair.
n = 16. The checking spends negligible time compared
to the actual repairs of even a 1MB file (see Section 6.2.2).
For example, when n = 10, it takes only 0.02s to carry
out 50 consecutive repairs (around 0.0004s per repair);
even when n = 16, it takes only 0.1s to carry out 50
consecutive repairs (around 0.002s per repair). Note that
the range of n we consider follows the stripe sizes used
in many practical storage systems [47]. To further reduce
the overhead, we can pre-compute the new encoding
coefficients for any possible node failure offline while
the system is running normally, and keep the results to
prepare for the next repair.
4.2.3 Reliability Analysis
Following prior studies that evaluate the reliability of
various erasure codes and replication (e.g., [20], [31],
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Fig. 5. The cumulative time required by the checking
phase (plotted in log scale) in 50 consecutive rounds of
repair from n = 4 to n = 16.
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Fig. 6. Markov model for double-fault tolerant codes.
[53]), we compare the reliability of FMSR codes and
traditional RAID-6 codes with respect to different failure
rates using the mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL) metric,
defined as the expected time elapsed until the original
data becomes unrecoverable. While MTTDL is ineffective
to quantify the real reliability [26], it remains a widely
adopted reliability metric in the storage community and
we use it only for the comparative study of different
coding schemes with different repair performance.
MTTDL is solved via the Markov model. Figure 6
shows the Markov model for double-fault tolerant codes
(i.e., k = n − 2), in which state i (where i = 0, 1, 2, 3)
denotes the number of failed nodes in a storage system.
State 3 means that there are more than two failed nodes
and the data is permanently lost. We compute MTTDL
as the expected time to move from state 0 (i.e., all nodes
are normal) to state 3.
We make assumptions in our analysis. For simplicity,
we assume that node failures and repairs are independent events that follow an exponential distribution. The
assumption is imperfect in general [54], but it makes our
analysis tractable and has been used in prior studies [20],
[31], [53]. Let λ be the node failure rate (i.e., 1/λ is the
expected time to failure of a node). Thus, the transition
rate from state i to state i + 1 is (n − i)λ, where i = 0, 1, 2.
Also, let µ1 and µ2 be the repair rates for single-node
and double-node failures, respectively. We assume that
the network transfer between the surviving nodes and
the proxy is the major bottleneck (see Section 3 for our
formulation) and determines the resulting repair rates.
Let S be the size of the data stored in each node (i.e.,
the total amount of original data stored is (n − 2)S) and
B be the network capacity between the surviving nodes
and the proxy. Now, consider the repair of a single-node
failure. As shown in Section 3, for FMSR codes, the repair
2B
and hence µ1 = (n−1)S
; for traditional
traffic is (n−1)S
2
RAID-6 codes, the repair traffic is (n − 2)S and hence
B
µ1 = (n−2)S
. For the repair of a double-node failure, both
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(b) MTTDL vs. network transfer rate
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Fig. 7. MTTDLs of FMSR codes and RAID-6 codes
(plotted in log scale) when n = 10 and k = 8.
FMSR codes and traditional RAID-6 codes resort to the
conventional approach and reconstruct the lost data by
downloading the amount of original data (i.e., (n − 2)S)
from the remaining k = n−2 surviving nodes. Both have
B
.
µ2 = (n−2)S
We now evaluate the MTTDLs of FMSR codes and
traditional RAID-6 codes for some specific parameters.
Suppose that we fix n = 10, k = 8, and S = 1TB.
Figure 7(a) shows the MTTDLs for different values of λ
from 0.1 to 1 (in units per year) when B = 1Gbps, while
Figure 7(b) shows the MTTDLs for different values of B
from 0.1 to 1 (in units of Gbps) when λ = 0.5 per year.
Under our settings, the MTTDL of FMSR codes is 50%
to 80% longer than traditional RAID-6 codes due to a
higher repair rate for a single-node failure. For example,
with λ = 0.5 per year and B = 1Gbps, the MTTDL of
FMSR codes is 76% longer.
4.3 Discussions
We now point out several open issues of the existing
design of FMSR codes, and we pose them as future work.
Generalization of FMSR codes. We currently consider
only an FMSR code implementation with double-fault
tolerance (i.e., k = n − 2). Its correctness is also proven
in our recent work [28]. While double-fault tolerance is
the default setting of today’s enterprise storage systems
(e.g., 3-way replication in GFS [22]), it is unclear how to
generalize FMSR codes for different (n, k) values. In addition, while single-node failures are the most common
failure patterns in practical cloud storage systems [31],
it is interesting to study how to generalize FMSR codes
to support efficient repairs of concurrent node failures.
Study of different reliability metrics. In Section 4.2.3,
we compare the reliability of FMSR codes and conventional RAID-6 codes for different failure rates using the
MTTDL metric. An open issue is to model the failure
rate of a cloud repository. In future work, we also plan to
conduct further reliability analysis using more effective
metrics [26].
Degraded reads. When reading the original data in
failure mode, we perform degraded reads, in which we
reconstruct the lost data of a failed node from the data
available on the other surviving nodes. In FMSR codes,
we always download the same amount of original data
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by connecting to any k nodes (see Section 4.1.2); while in
traditional RAID-6 codes, the original amount of data is
retrieved to recover the lost data. Thus, FMSR codes and
traditional RAID-6 codes retrieve the same amount of
data in degraded reads, while FMSR codes have higher
computational overhead in decoding (see Section 6.2.1).
Recent studies [31], [35], [53] improve the degraded read
performance for erasure-coded data. On the other hand,
we do not consider degraded reads in this work since
FMSR codes are designed for long-term archives that are
rarely read.

5

NCC LOUD D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION

We implement NCCloud as a proxy that bridges user
applications and multiple clouds. Its design is built on
three layers. The file system layer presents NCCloud as a
mounted drive, which can thus be easily interfaced with
general user applications. The coding layer deals with the
encoding and decoding functions. The storage layer deals
with read/write requests with different clouds.
Each file is associated with a metadata object, which is
replicated at each repository. The metadata object holds
the file details and the coding information (e.g., encoding
coefficients for FMSR codes).
NCCloud is mainly implemented in Python, while
the coding schemes are implemented in C for better
efficiency. The file system layer is built on FUSE [21].
The coding layer implements both RAID-6 and FMSR
codes. Our RAID-6 code implementation is based on the
Reed-Solomon code [52] (as shown in Figure 2(a)) for
baseline evaluation. We use zfec [65] to implement the
RAID-6 codes, and we utilize the optimizations made in
zfec to implement FMSR codes for fair comparison.
Recall that FMSR codes generate multiple chunks to
be stored on the same repository. To save the request
cost overhead (see Table 3), multiple chunks destined
for the same repository are aggregated before upload.
Thus, FMSR codes keep only one (aggregated) chunk
per file object on each cloud, as in RAID-6 codes. To
retrieve a specific chunk, we calculate its offset within
the combined chunk and issue a range GET request.
We make NCCloud deployable in one or multiple
machines. In the latter case, we use ZooKeeper [32] to
implement a distributed file-based shared lock to avoid
simultaneous updates on the same file. We conduct preliminary evaluations in a LAN environment and observe
that the overhead due to ZooKeeper is minimal. Here,
we focus on deploying NCCloud on a single machine,
and we mount NCCloud as a local file system.

6

E VALUATION

We use our NCCloud prototype to evaluate RAID-6
codes (based on Reed-Solomon codes) and FMSR codes
in multiple-cloud storage. In particular, we focus on the
setting k = n − 2 for different values of n, and hence
allow data retrieval with at most two cloud failures.

TABLE 3
Monthly price plans (in US dollars) for Amazon S3 (US
Standard), Rackspace Cloud Files and Windows Azure
Storage (North America and Europe), as of May, 2013.
Storage (per GB)
Data transfer in (per GB)
Data transfer out (per GB)
PUT,POST (per 10K requests)
GET (per 10K requests)

S3
$0.095
free
$0.12
$0.05
$0.004

RS
$0.10
free
$0.12
free
free

Azure
$0.095
free
$0.12
$0.001
$0.001

The goal of our experiments is to explore the practicality of using FMSR codes in multiple-cloud storage. Our
evaluation consists of two parts. We first compare the
monetary costs of using RAID-6 and FMSR codes based
on the price plans of today’s cloud providers. We also
empirically evaluate the response time performance of
our NCCloud prototype atop a local cloud and also a
commercial cloud provider.
Summary of evaluation results. We summarize our
findings here. Our emphasis is on the monetary cost
advantage of FMSR codes over RAID-6 codes, while
still maintaining acceptable response time performance.
In terms of monetary costs, we show that in normal
operations, both RAID-6 and FMSR codes incur similar
storage costs, while in the repair operation, FMSR codes
save a significant amount of transfer costs over RAID6 codes. In terms of response time, we demonstrate that
both FMSR and RAID-6 codes have comparable response
time performance (within 5%) when deployed on a
commercial cloud (Azure). The resulting response time
is mainly determined by the transmission performance
of the Internet.
6.1 Cost Analysis
6.1.1 Repair Cost Saving
We first analyze the saving of monetary costs in repair in
practice. Table 3 shows the monthly price plans for three
major providers as of May 2013. We take the cost from
the first chargeable usage tier (i.e., storage usage within
1TB/month; data transferred out more than 1GB/month
but less than 10TB/month).
From the analysis in Section 3, we can save 25-50% of
the download traffic during storage repair. The storage
size and the number of chunks being generated per file
object are the same in both RAID-6 and FMSR codes
(assuming that we aggregate chunks in FMSR codes as
described in Section 5). However, in the analysis, we
have ignored two practical considerations: the size of
metadata (Section 5) and the number of requests issued
during repair. We now argue that they are negligible and
that the simplified calculations based only on file size
suffice for real-life applications.
Metadata size: Our implementation currently keeps
the metadata size of FMSR codes within 160 bytes when
n = 4 and k = 2, regardless of the file size. For a large
n, say when n = 12 and k = 10, the metadata size
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TABLE 4
Tiered monthly price plans (in US dollars) for both
Amazon S3 (US Standard) and Windows Azure Storage
(North America and Europe), as of May 2013.
Storage (per GB)
$0.095 (First 1TB/month)
$0.08 (Next 49TB/month)
$0.07 (Next 450TB/month)
$0.065 (Next 500TB/month)
$0.06 (Next 4000TB/month)

Data transfer out (per GB)
$0.12 (First 10TB/month)
$0.09 (Next 40TB/month)
$0.07 (Next 100TB/month)
$0.05 (Over 150TB/month)

is still within 900 bytes. NCCloud aims at long-term
backups (see Section 3), and can be integrated with other
backup applications. Existing backup applications (e.g.,
[19], [60]) typically aggregate small files into a larger
data chunk in order to save the processing overhead.
For example, the default setting for Cumulus [60] creates
chunks of around 4MB each. Thus, the metadata size
overhead can be made negligible. Since both RAID-6
and FMSR codes store the same amount of file data,
they incur very similar storage costs in normal usage
(assuming that the metadata costs are negligible).
Number of requests: From Table 3, some cloud
providers charge for requests. RAID-6 and FMSR codes
differ in the number of requests when retrieving data
during repair. Suppose that we store a file object of size
4MB with n = 4 and k = 2. During repair, RAID-6 and
FMSR codes retrieve two and three chunks, respectively
(see Figure 2). The cost overhead due to the GET requests
for RAID-6 codes is at most 0.171%, and that for FMSR
codes is at most 0.341%, a mere 0.17% increase.
6.1.2

Case Study

We now explore the implications of our cost analysis
using an enterprise use case. Our study builds on the
case of Backupify, a cloud backup solution provider
founded in 2008 and reported to store multiple terabytes
to petabytes of backups on Amazon S3 and Glacier [3].
To simplify our analysis, let us assume that Backupify
currently stores 1PB worth of backups in the cloud. Also,
the data is stored over 10 cloud repositories with n = 10
and k = 8, giving a redundancy overhead of 25%. As we
argue above, both RAID-6 and FMSR codes incur similar
storage and data transfer costs, while FMSR codes incur
less repair cost than RAID-6 codes. In particular, the
n−1
percentage of cost saving of FMSR codes is 1 − 2(n−2)
(see Section 3), or equivalently, 43.75%. In the following,
we consider two cost models.
Regular-cost storage model. When storing terabytes
of data, cloud storage providers typically use a tiered
pricing scheme that offers lower rates for higher usage.
Table 4 shows a simplified tiered pricing scheme used
by both Amazon S3 (US Standard) and Windows Azure
(defaults for North America and Europe). We will use
this tiered scheme for our cost calculation.
In our case, we have 1.25PB of data stored, and will
be paying $86,851 monthly storage cost for both RAID-6
and FMSR codes. If a cloud repository fails permanently

and we run the repair operation, then RAID-6 codes will
download 1PB of data, while FMSR codes will download
only 0.5625PB of data. Thus, the corresponding repair
cost for RAID-6 codes is $56,832, while that for FMSR
codes is $33,894, with a saving of $22,938.
Low-cost storage model. We point out that the repair
cost can significantly exceed the monthly storage cost
if an alternative low-cost storage model is used. Take
Amazon Glacier [5] for example. It charges a flat rate
of $0.01 per GB of stored data, which is much cheaper
than S3, while using the same data transfer pricing as
S3 (see Table 4). The downside of using Glacier over S3
is that the restore operation takes much longer time and
is more expensive. Glacier also charges a restore fee of
$0.01 per GB when restoring more than 5% of stored data
per month.
Under this cost model, the monthly storage cost drops
to only $13,107 for both RAID-6 and FMSR codes. However, the repair cost for RAID-6 codes is $66,662, while
that for FMSR codes is $39,137, with a saving of $27,525.
Although we cannot pinpoint the failure rate of a
cloud storage repository to accurately gauge the annual
saving brought by the reduction in repair cost, we note
that varying degrees of permanent data loss do occur
in cloud storage in the last few years since its popular
adoption by the masses (e.g., [12], [40], [58], [64]). If
we estimate that full repairs have to be made every
two years on average, this would translate to an annual
saving of over $10,000 for our case.
To conclude, we can see that although cloud failures
are rare, the monetary benefits brought by FMSR codes
in unexpected repair events can be significant. Another
practical consideration that is not shown here is data accumulation. Our case study assumes a constant amount
of data stored, but in reality, the amount of data may
grow with time, such as when customers generate new
data daily or when there are more customers using the
cloud storage service. Such data accumulation leads to
a larger archive size as time goes by, and will make our
monetary advantage in repair cost more prominent.
6.2 Response Time Analysis
We deploy our NCCloud prototype in real environments.
We evaluate the response time performance of three
basic operations, namely file upload, file download, and
repair, in two scenarios. The first part analyzes in detail
the time taken by different NCCloud operations. It is
done on a local cloud storage testbed in order to lessen
the effects of network fluctuations. The second part evaluates how NCCloud actually performs in a commercial
cloud environment. All results are averaged over 40
runs. We assume that repair coefficients are generated
offline (see Section 4.2.2), so the time taken by two-phase
checking is not accounted for in the repair operation.
Nevertheless, we believe that this has limited impact on
our results since the checks takes up little time compared
to the overall repair operation, as shown in Section 4.2.2.
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Fig. 8. Response times of NCCloud operations when n =
4 and k = 2.
6.2.1

On a Local Cloud

The experiments on local cloud are carried out on an
object-based storage platform based on OpenStack Swift
1.4.2 [42]. NCCloud is mounted on a machine with an
Intel Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. The
machine is connected to an OpenStack Swift platform
attached to a number of storage servers, each with Intel
Core i5-2400 and 8GB RAM. We create (n + 1) containers
on Swift, so each container resembles a cloud repository
(one of them is a spare node used in repair). We carry out
two experiments on the local cloud. The first experiment
compares RAID-6 and FMSR codes when n = 4 and
k = 2 with varying file sizes. The second experiment
compares RAID-6 and FMSR codes under different values for n and k with a fixed file size.
In the first experiment, we test the response times of
the file upload, file download, and repair operations of
NCCloud with n = 4 and k = 2. We use eight randomly
generated files from 1MB to 500MB as the data set. We
set the path of a chosen repository to a non-existent
location to simulate a node failure in repair. Note that
there are two types of repair for RAID-6, depending
on whether the failed node contains a native chunk or
a code chunk. Figure 8 plots the response times of all
three operations (with 95% confidence intervals plotted)
versus the file size.
In the second experiment, we fix the file size at 500MB
and test the response times of the three operations again
under four different sets of configurations for n and k:
n = 4, k = 2; n = 6, k = 4; n = 8, k = 6; and n = 10,
k = 8. Figure 9 shows the response time results, each
broken down into several key constituents.
Figures 8 and 9 show that RAID-6 codes have less
response time than FMSR codes in file upload and

download, regardless of n and k. With the help of
Figure 9, we pinpoint the overhead of FMSR codes
over RAID-6. Due to having the same MDS property,
RAID-6 and FMSR codes exhibit similar data transfer
time during upload/download. However, FMSR codes
display a noticeable encoding/decoding overhead over
RAID-6 codes. For example in the case of n = 4 and
k = 2, when uploading a 500MB file, RAID-6 codes
take 1.53s to encode while FMSR codes take 5.48s; when
downloading a 500MB file, no decoding is needed in the
case of RAID-6 codes as the native chunks are available,
but FMSR codes take 2.71s to decode. The differences
increase with n and k.
On the other hand, FMSR codes have slightly less
response time in repair. The main advantage of FMSR
codes is that FMSR codes download less data during
repair. For example, in repairing a 500MB file with n = 4
and k = 2, FMSR codes spend 4.02s in download, while
the native-chunk repair of RAID-6 codes spends 5.04s.
Although RAID-6 codes generally have less response
time than FMSR codes in a local cloud environment, we
expect that the encoding/decoding overhead of FMSR
codes can be easily masked by network fluctuations over
the Internet, as will be shown next.

6.2.2 On a Commercial Cloud
The following experiment is carried out on a machine
with an Intel Xeon E5530 2.4GHz CPU and 16GB RAM.
The machine is running 64-bit Ubuntu 9.10. We focus
on the setting n = 4 and k = 2, and repeat the three
operations in Section 6.2.1 on four randomly generated
files from 1MB to 10MB atop Windows Azure Storage
[13]. On Azure, we create (n+1) = 5 containers to mimic
different cloud repositories. The same operation for both
RAID-6 and FMSR codes are run interleaved to lessen
the effect of network fluctuation on the comparison due
to different times of the day. It is important to note that
although we have used only Azure in this experiment,
the actual usage of NCCloud should stripe data over
different providers and locations for better availability
guarantees.
Figure 10 shows the results for different file sizes with
95% confidence intervals plotted. From the figure, we do
not see distinct response time differences between RAID6 and FMSR codes in all operations. Furthermore, on the
same machine, FMSR codes take around 0.150s to encode
and 0.064s to decode a 10MB file (not shown in the
figures). These constitute roughly 3% of the total upload
and download times (4.962s and 2.240s respectively).
Given that the 95% confidence intervals for the upload
and download times are 0.550s and 0.438s respectively,
network fluctuation plays a bigger role in determining
the response time. Overall, we demonstrate that FMSR
codes do not have significant performance overhead
over our baseline RAID-6 code implementation.
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amount of data read by up to around 25% (compared to
conventional repair that downloads the amount of original data) for any number of nodes. Note that our FMSR
codes can achieve 25% saving when the number of nodes
is four, and up to 50% saving if the number of nodes
increases. Authors of [35] propose an enumeration-based
approach to search for an optimal recovery solution for
arbitrary XOR-based erasure codes. Efficient recovery
is recently addressed in commercial cloud storage systems. For example, new constructions of non-MDS erasure codes designed for efficient recovery are proposed
for Azure [31] and Facebook [53]. The codes used in
[31], [53] trade storage overhead for performance, and
are mainly designed for data-intensive computing. Our
work targets the cloud backup applications.
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Fig. 10. Response times of NCCloud on Azure.
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R ELATED W ORK

We review the related work in multiple-cloud storage
and failure recovery.
Multiple-cloud storage. There are several systems
proposed for multiple-cloud storage. HAIL [11] provides
integrity and availability guarantees for stored data.
RACS [1] uses erasure coding to mitigate vendor lockins when switching cloud vendors. It retrieves data from
the cloud that is about to fail and moves the data to the
new cloud. Unlike RACS, NCCloud excludes the failed
cloud in repair. Vukolić [61] advocates using multiple
independent clouds to provide Byzantine fault tolerance.
DEPSKY [10] addresses Byzantine fault tolerance by
combining encryption and erasure coding for stored
data. All the above systems are built on erasure codes
to provide fault tolerance, while NCCloud takes one
step further and considers regenerating codes with an
emphasis on both fault tolerance and storage repair.
Minimizing I/Os. Several studies propose efficient
single-node failure recovery schemes that minimize the
amount of data read (or I/Os) for XOR-based erasure
codes. For example, authors of [62], [63] propose optimal recovery for specific RAID-6 codes and reduce the

Minimizing repair traffic. Regenerating codes [16]
stem from the concept of network coding [2] and minimize the repair traffic among storage nodes. They exploit
the optimal trade-off between storage cost and repair
traffic, and there are two optimal points. One optimal
point refers to the minimum storage regenerating (MSR)
codes, which minimize the repair bandwidth subject
to the condition that each node stores the minimum
amount of data as in Reed-Solomon codes. Another optimal point is the minimum bandwidth regenerating (MBR)
codes, which allow each node to store more data to
further minimize the repair bandwidth. The construction
of MBR codes is found in [51], while that of MSR codes
based on interference alignment is found in [50], [57]. In
this work, we focus on the MSR codes.
On top of regenerating codes, several studies (e.g.,
[29], [34], [55], [56]) address cooperative recovery for
multiple failures. Their idea is to have new nodes exchange reconstructed data to minimize the overall repair traffic. Our work focuses on single-failure recovery,
which accounts for the majority of failures in cloud storage systems [31]. Some studies (e.g., [14], [41]) address
the security issues for regenerating-coded data, while the
security aspect of FMSR codes is addressed in our prior
work [15]. We refer readers to the survey paper [17] for
the state-of-the-art research in regenerating codes.
Existing MSR codes (e.g., [50], [57]) require nodes to
perform encoding operations during repair. Our FMSR
code implementation eliminates the encoding requirement of nodes, while maintaining the recovery perfor-
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mance of MSR codes. The trade-off is that the codes are
non-systematic (see Section 3).
Empirical studies on regenerating codes. Existing
studies on regenerating codes mainly focus on theoretical analysis. Several studies (e.g., [18], [23], [37]) empirically evaluate random linear codes for peer-to-peer
storage. Authors of [44] propose simple regenerating
codes to minimize the number of surviving nodes to
contact during recovery with a trade-off of incurring
a higher storage cost, and evaluate the codes on a
cloud storage simulator. Authors of [33] evaluate the
encoding/decoding performance of regenerating codes.
Existing studies do not implement a storage system and
evaluate the actual read/write performance with regenerating codes as in our work. NCFS [30] implements
regenerating codes, but does not consider MSR codes
that are based on linear combinations. Here, we consider
the FMSR code implementation, and perform empirical
experiments in multiple-cloud storage.
Follow-up studies on FMSR codes. We have some
follow-up studies after the conference version [27]. We
extend NCCloud to support integrity checking of FMSRcoded data against Byzantine attacks [15]. We also theoretically prove that our two-phase checking can preserve
the MDS property of the stored data after iterative
repairs [28]. In this work, we focus on the practical
deployment of regenerating codes. We propose an implementable design of regenerating codes and conduct
empirical studies in practical cloud storage environment.
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C ONCLUSIONS

We present NCCloud, a proxy-based, multiple-cloud
storage system that practically addresses the reliability
of today’s cloud backup storage. NCCloud not only
provides fault tolerance in storage, but also allows
cost-effective repair when a cloud permanently fails.
NCCloud implements a practical version of the functional minimum storage regenerating (FMSR) codes,
which regenerates new parity chunks during repair
subject to the required degree of data redundancy.
Our FMSR code implementation eliminates the encoding requirement of storage nodes (or cloud) during repair, while ensuring that the new set of stored
chunks after each round of repair preserves the required fault tolerance. Our NCCloud prototype shows
the effectiveness of FMSR codes in the cloud backup
usage, in terms of monetary costs and response
times. The source code of NCCloud is available at
http://ansrlab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/nccloud.
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